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Abstract

Background: The cytochrome P450s (CYP450s) as the largest enzyme family of plant metabolism participate in
various physiological processes, whereas no study has demonstrated interest in comprehensive comparison of the
genes in wheat and maize. Genome-wide survey, characterization and comparison of wheat and maize CYP450
gene superfamily are useful for genetic manipulation of the Gramineae crops.

Results: In total, 1285 and 263 full-length CYP450s were identified in wheat and maize, respectively. According to
standard nomenclature, wheat CYP450s (TaCYP450s) were categorized into 45 families, while maize CYP450s
(ZmCYP450s) into 43 families. A comprehensive analysis of wheat and maize CYP450s, involved in functional
domains, conserved motifs, phylogeny, gene structures, chromosome locations and duplicated events was
performed. The result showed that each family/subfamily in both species exhibited characteristic features,
suggesting their phylogenetic relationship and the potential divergence in their functions. Functional divergence
analysis at the amino acid level of representative clans CYP51, CYP74 and CYP97 in wheat, maize and rice identified
some critical amino acid sites that are responsible for functional divergence of a gene family. Expression profiles of
Ta-, ZmCYP450s were investigated using RNA-seq data, which contribute to infer the potential functions of the
genes during development and stress responses. We found in both species CYP450s had preferential expression in
specific tissues, and many tissue-specific genes were identified. Under water-deficit condition, 82 and 39
significantly differentially expressed CYP450s were respectively detected in wheat and maize. These genes may have
some roles in protecting plants against drought damage. Thereinto, fourteen CYP450s were selected to validate
their expression level through qRT-PCR. To further elucidating molecular mechanisms of CYP450 action, gene co-
expression network was constructed. In total, 477 TaCYP450s were distributed in 22 co-expression modules, and
some co-expressed genes that likely take part in the same biochemical pathway were identified. For instance, the
expression of TaCYP74A98_4D was highly correlated with TaLOX9, TaLOX36, TaLOX39, TaLOX44 and TaOPR8, and all
of them may be involved in jasmonate (JA) biosynthesis. TaCYP73A201_3A showed coexpression with TaPAL1.25,
TaCCoAOMT1.2, TaCOMT.1, TaCCR1.6 and TaLAC5, which probably act in the wheat stem and/or root lignin synthesis
pathway.

Conclusion: Our study first established systematic information about evolutionary relationship, expression pattern
and function characterization of CYP450s in wheat and maize.
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Background
At the global level, Triticum aestivum (bread wheat) and
Zea mays (maize) as two of the most important crops,
yielded 749 and 1060 million tonnes in 2016, respect-
ively (http://faostat.fao.org/). However, current climate
change and abiotic stress adversely affect agriculture and
crop production. Therefore, to improve crop manage-
ment and enhance yield and quality of wheat and maize,
it is urgently needed to elucidate the molecular mecha-
nisms of development and stress resistance.
The cytochrome P450s (CYP450s) are found in differ-

ent life forms ranging from prokaryotes to eukaryotes
but it is in plants that their number has exploded. By far,
CYP450s constitute the largest family of enzymes in
plant metabolism, and an increasing amount of evidence
supports the importance of plant P450s in all domains
of life. For instance, oxidized fatty acids have important
biological activities, and production of hydroxy-fatty acid
is mainly catalyzed by CYP450s such as families
CYP703, CYP704, CYP92, CYP81, CYP77, CYP78,
CYP96, CYP709, CYP726, CYP86 and CYP94, of which
CYP86 and CYP94 contribute the essential biomolecules
to cover surfaces of pollen, aerial parts and root [1–3].
In the synthesis of diverse secondary compounds,
CYP450s play an important role as well. Subfamilies
CYP73A, CYP98A, CYP84A are involved in hydroxyl-
ation of the aromatic ring of the cinnamates, a core reac-
tion in phenylpropanoid pathway, which provides a vast
number of phenolic compounds functioning as struc-
tural components (lignin, suberin), flavors (benzenoids,
phenylpropenes), UV protectants (flavonoids), antioxi-
dants (polyphenols) and antimicrobials (coumarins, lig-
nans, isoflavonoids) [4]. Flavonoid 3′-hydroxylases
(F3’Hs) and flavonoid 3′,5′-hydroxylases (F3’5’Hs) com-
petitively control the synthesis of the precursors of blue
and red anthocyanins, and CYP75B and CYP75A re-
spectively function as F3’Hs and F3’5’Hs in the deter-
mination of flower colour [5]. Currently, Thapsigargin
become a research hotspot of the anticancer drug Mip-
sagargin, and it is TenctlyThapsia garganica CYP76AE2
that mediates the conversion of epikunzeaol to epidihy-
drocostunolide compounds which are possible interme-
diates in thapsigargin biosynthesis [6]. Another essential
role of CYP450s is the regulation of plant hormone
homeostasis. CYP97 family performs the key enzymatic
steps in the biosynthesis of xanthophyll [7], the precur-
sor of abscisic acid (ABA). On the other hand,
CYP707As encoding ABA 8′-hydroxylases catalyze the
first committed step in ABA catabolic pathway. Recently,
strigolactones (SLs) have been identified as branching in-
hibition hormones in plants, and several CYP711As have
been experimentally confirmed as SLs biosynthetic en-
zymes [8, 9]. In gibberellins (GAs) formation, ent-kaur-
ene oxidase (KO) (CYP701A) and ent-kaurenoic acid
oxidase (KAO) (CYP88A) are required, and the involve-
ment of subfamily CYP735A in the production of trans-
zeatin, one kind of natural cytokinin, has been elucidated
[10–12]. And the biosynthesis and catabolism of brassi-
nosteroids (BRs) need the participation of CYP450s in-
cluding subfamilies CYP90A, CYP90B, CYP90C,
CYP90D, CYP724B, CYP85A and CYP734A [13, 14].
Also, CYP450s promote plants growth and development
at various stages of the plant life cycle through different
mechanisms. ZmCYP78A1 has ability to stimulate leaf
growth by extending cell division duration [15]. In rice,
mutation in cyp96B4 leads to altered cell wall compos-
ition by affecting the expression of cell wall-related
genes like CESA1, CESA3, CESA4, CESA7, CESA8,
CESA9, BC1 and BC10 [16]. Arabidopsis CYP78A5 acts
through SWR1-mediated activation of WRKY28 expres-
sion to restrict megaspore mother cell fate to a single
cell [17]. TaCYP78A3 participates in influencing wheat
seed size through affecting the extent of integument cell
proliferation [18]. CYP450s function in stress responses
as well, such as drought, salinity, fungal infection and
pest infestation. For instance, down-regulated expression
of OsCYP707A7 by RNAi confers drought tolerance in
rice with higher ABA content and antioxidant enzyme
activities [19]. Overexpression of Spinacia oleracea
CYP85A1 can enhance resistance to dehydration stress
in transgenic tobacco accompanied by increased cas-
tasterone content [20]. And loss-of-function mutation in
AtCYP709B3 via T-DNA insertion results in a salt in-
tolerance phenotype in Arabidopsis with delayed ger-
mination under 150 or 200 mM NaCl condition [21]. As
for production of phytoalexin, CYP79B2, CYP71A13 and
CYP71B15 respectively catalyze the conversion of trypto-
phan to indole-3-acetaldoxime, indole-3-acetaldoxime to
indole-3-acetonitrile, cysteine-indole-3-acetonitrile to
camalexin in Arabidopsis [22–24]. In maize, the role of
CYP71Z18 in antibiotic zealexin biosynthesis by catalyz-
ing oxidation of C15 in (S)-β-macrocarpene is verified
using in vitro assays [25]. And both in vitro and in vivo
experiments revealed that ZmCYP79A61 accept L-
phenylalanine as substrate to produce phenylacetaldox-
ime, and simulated herbivory on maize leaves cause an
increased accumulation of ZmCYP79A61 transcripts
and phenylacetaldoxime, which suggests the enzyme
contributes to maize herbivore-induced aldoxime for-
mation [26].
For nomenclature and classification of CYP450 genes,

a universal system has been set up by P450 nomencla-
ture committee (David Nelson: dnelson@uthsc.edu) ac-
cording to the protein sequence identity and phylogeny.
The root symbol CYP is followed by an Arabic numeral
for family, a letter for subfamily and a number for the
gene. Pseudogenes are assigned by the addition of the
letter “P” immediately after the numeral family designation.

http://faostat.fao.org/
mailto:dnelson@uthsc.edu
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To distinguish from other organisms, plant CYP450s are
being assigned names from CYP71A1 to CYP99XY, then
from CYP701A1 and above [27]. Originally, CYP450s in
plant are grouped in two main clades: A-type and non-A
type. The majority of CYP450s involved in plant specialized
metabolism are distributed in A-type, and non-A-type
P450s are thought to be associated with more basic metab-
olism like sterol and lipid oxygenation and hormone bio-
synthesis. Recently, the plant CYP450s have been re-
classified into 11 clans (clans, which represent the deepest
diverging gene clades in the CYP nomenclature). The A-
type is now grouped as CYP71 clan, whereas the non-A
type has 10 clans, namely CYP51, CYP72, CYP74, CYP85,
CYP86, CYP97, CYP710, CYP711, CYP727 and CYP746
[28, 29].
Despite many efforts have been made to discover the

functional characterization of CYP450s, there is only a
little information about the wheat and maize CYP450s.
And with more and more genome sequences available,
an ever-growing number of CYP450 sequences were
identified. To date, the genes have been identified in
many plant species at a whole-genome scale, such as
Arabidopsis [30], Oryza sativa [31], Nelumbo nucifera
[32], Glycine max [33] and Taxus chinensis [34], whereas
no systematical investigation of CYP450s has been per-
formed in wheat and maize. In the present study, we
carried out the first comprehensive analysis of wheat
and maize genomes for CYP450 superfamily. By inte-
grating these data, we try to uncover the roles of
CYP450s in growth and development as well as in
drought adaption, and this work will contribute to ad-
vanced research and applications of the genes in the
Gramineae crops.

Results
Classification and characterization of identified CYP450s
in wheat and maize
The wheat and maize genomes respectively contained
1285, 263 full-length CYP450 genes and 2, 7 desig-
nated pseudogenes (Additional files 1 and 2: Table S1
and S2). According to standard nomenclature, there
are 45 families in wheat, and due to lack of CYP723
and CYP729, only 43 families existed in maize (Add-
itional file 3: Figure S1). CYP71 was the largest A-
type family in wheat (404 genes) and maize (56
genes), while wheat CYP96 and maize CYP72
emerged as the largest non-A type family with 82 and
16 members respectively. Families CYP703, CYP715,
CYP85, CYP722, CYP724 and CYP733 consisted of a
single gene in maize implying a unique highly con-
served function for each, but they were found with
gene duplication in wheat. The TaCYP450s ranged in
molecular weights from 10.92–102.06 kDa with coding
sequences of 100–897 amino acids. In maize, the
proteins were 135 to 1122 amino acids long with mo-
lecular weights of 14.92–126.44 kDa. And most pro-
teins fell in the range of 400 to 600 amino acids in
both species. In isoelectric point (pI) values, CYP450s
had large variations ranging from 4.55 to 11.52 for
wheat and from 4.99 to 10.59 for maize, implying the
diversity of the biochemical properties of CYP450s. A
total of 465 (36.0%), 709 (54.9%), 110 (8.5%), 8 (0.6%)
TaCYP450s; and 94 (34.8%), 150 (55.6%), 25 (9.3%)
and 1 (0.3%) ZmCYP450s possessed zero, one, two
and three transmembrane domains, respectively.
About subcellular localization, the vast majority of
CYP450s were likely positioned on the endoplasmic
reticulum. Of particular interest is that all members
of CYP74 and CYP701 families were targeted to chlo-
roplasts. Also, TaCYP727A2_2B, ZmCYP75B87 and
ZmCYP88A56P were detected as chloroplast-localized
proteins. Only three (ZmCYP81A17, ZmCYP81A2 and
ZmCYP81A36) were located in mitochondria, two
(ZmCYP71T29-fusion and ZmCYP72A351P) in cyto-
plasm and one (TaCYP710A8_3A) in nucleus.
TaCYP71BU11_3D was only considered secreted,
whose unusual localization might reflect a unique bio-
logical function.
Further, we searched for the conserved motifs of A-

type and non-A-type CYP450s in wheat and maize. As
for A-type, the relatively conserved C-terminal region
usually consisted of motifs 1, 14, 23, 3, 30, 12, 5, 4, 2, 7,
13 and 27. The motifs 1, 3, 4, 2 were associated with the
functionally defined domains, which corresponded to
characteristic p450 consensus sequence Ala/Gly-Gly-X-
Asp/Glu-Thr/Ser (AGxD/ET), Glu-X-X-Arg (ExxR),
Pro-X-Arg-X (PxRx) and Phe-X-X-Gly-X-Arg-X-Cys-X-
Gly (CxG) respectively (Additional files 4 and 5: Figure
S2 and S3). As shown in Additional files 6 and 7: Figure
S4 and S5, each clan in non-A-type had the specific ar-
rangement of motifs, and that may be the main cause of
the protein functional diversification among different
clans. The specific motif 16–27–15-4-5-22-8-24–10-17-
2-9-3-12-20-6-1-19-13 layout was universally conserved
in CYP72 clan, motif 21–15–8-17-9-3-12-6-1-13 layout
in CYP711 clan, and motif 21–15–18-14–10-17-2-3-12-
6-1-13 layout in CYP51 clan. One thing to be noted is
that motif 14 was a characteristic feature of CYP51 clan
in both species. In CYP85 clan, the motif 21–15–4-5 ar-
rangement within N-terminal region appeared to be spe-
cific to CYP707 family. CYP86 clan generated a unique
motif 3–7–6-23–1-13 layout in its C-terminal region.
Motif 26 occurred only in subfamilies CYP94E and
CYP94C. Obviously, the members of clans CYP727,
CYP710 and CYP74 seemed to have lost many motifs.
The most highly conserved motifs 2, 3, 6 and 1 respect-
ively represented AGxD/ET, ExxR, PxRx and CxG in
non-A-type.
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Phylogenetic and gene structure analysis
To dissect the evolutionary relationships of plant
CYP450s, an unrooted maximum likelihood (ML) tree
including seven species (C.reinhardtii, P.patens, Arabi-
dopsis, maize, wheat, rice and poplar) was recon-
structed. In the tree, there exist 91 families as defined
in the standardized nomenclature, of which 19 are
green alga-specific, 15 are moss-specific and the
remaining 57 encompass the CYP450 diversity exist-
ing in the five angiosperms. As illustrated in Add-
itional file 8: Figure S6, families within the same clan
are usually closely clustered together. With only a few
exceptions, green algae-specific families CYP737,
CYP738, CYP739 and CYP740 were clearly separated
from the others in CYP85 clan; CYP743 and CYP744
families specific to green algae in CYP711 clan did
not cluster with CYP711 family. It seemed that some
ancient families or clans exhibited a closer evolution-
ary relationship, for instance, CYP710 clan clustered
with CYP51 clan; CYP97 family was adjacent to some
green algae-specific families in clans CYP711 and
CYP85 (i.e. CYP743, − 744, − 737, − 738, − 739 and −
740). Regarding the clustering of families within the
same clan, some interesting phenomena were also ob-
served. For example, CYP93, CYP705 and CYP712
were closely clustered together just as CYP735 was
phylogenetically closer to CYP714 and CYP715. Simi-
larly, CYP77, CYP89 and CYP723 showed a close evo-
lutionary relationship in the global tree. In addition,
the phylogenetic tree placed CYP83 and CYP99 inside
the CYP71 family, and CYP723 inside the CYP89
family. Notably, monocot specific CYP99 family was
obviously closest to poplar CYP71D subfamily.
We further analyzed exon-intron structure and spli-

cing site mapping for discovering wheat and maize
CYP450 gene structure diversity and evolutionary di-
vergence. As displayed in Additional files 9-10: Figure
S7–8, all members of CYP74 and CYP710 clans were
intronless with the exception of TaCYP74A97_4D. In
CYP86 clan, families CYP86, CYP94 and CYP96 were
generally characterized by being intronless, whereas
CYP704 family contained 4–6 exons. Within CYP71
clan (A-type), most genes had only a single phase 0
intron, while CYP701 family had more sophisticated
structure due to harboring a greater number of exons,
and CYP89 family was generally intronless. In con-
trast, families in CYP97, CYP727, CYP72 and CYP85
clans had very complex gene structures, particularly
CYP85, CYP87, CYP88, CYP90, CYP707 and CYP724.
Wheat CYP97A59_6A, CYP97A59_6B, CYP97A60_6A
and CYP97A60_6B contained the maximum number
of exons (16) and the most structurally complex maize
CYP450s were ZmCYP97A16 and ZmCYP71T29-fusion
with 15 exons.
Chromosomal distribution and gene duplication
All ZmCYP450s were unevenly scattered over the ten
chromosomes, and chromosome 1 contained the most
genes with the number of 47 whereas the chromosome 7
had the least with the number of 13 (Additional file 11:
Table S3). The relatively high densities of ZmCYP450s
were observed in chromosomes 1, 2 and 4 with approxi-
mately 0.15 gene per Mb, while chromosome 7 had the
lowest density (0.07 gene per Mb). As depicted in Add-
itional file 12: Figure S9, we defined 36 gene clusters
(designated as cluster a to aj), of which 31 included tan-
demly repeated genes (Additional file 13: Table S4).
ZmCYP72As formed two of the largest clusters (cluster
q and ad) on chromosomes 3 and 8, and CYP72A also
showed large clusters in Arabidopsis and rice. Among 79
pairs of genes that underwent tandem duplication, 76
were within the same subfamily except for ZmCYP709E8/
ZmCYP709H1, ZmCYP709E9/ZmCYP709H1 and
ZmCYP71K29/ZmCYP71Y10. A total of 29 segmental du-
plication events were detected, and only three pairs
(ZmCYP71Y10/ZmCYP71AF7, ZmCYP709E9/
ZmCYP709C14, and ZmCYP709E4/ZmCYP709C23) were
from different subfamily. Taken together, seven
ZmCYP450s (ZmCYP96B23, −709E9, −74A38, −92A1,
−72A5, −71Y10 and -709E4) that underwent both tandem
duplication and segmental duplication were identified.
Duplication events in families CYP71, CYP72 and CYP709
outnumbered the others, implying their major role in ex-
pansion of maize CYP450s. The Ka/Ks of 108 duplicated
gene pairs is 0.07 to 1.08, and their corresponding duplica-
tion events might occur in 0.38 to 255.05 Mya (millions of
years ago). ZmCYP74A18/ZmCYP74A38 not only suffered
positive selection with Ka/Ks ratio greater than 1, but also
was the youngest pair that might undergo a more recent
duplication estimated at 0.38 Mya. In wheat, genome wide
distribution indicated the sharing of 387, 431 and 423
TaCYP450s from A, B and D sub-genomes respectively,
and the remaining 46 were located on scaffolds; they were
distributed on each chromosome with different frequen-
cies (Additional file 11: Table S3). A maximum of 128
genes were positioned on chromosome 2B, while a mini-
mum 136 on chromosome 4B. On account of the incom-
plete genome sequence of wheat, only 172 adjacent gene
pairs were detected, including 140 pairs of tandemly du-
plicated TaCYP450s. The duplicated pairs having a Ka/Ks
ratio between 0.08 and 0.89 could occur within last 180.05
to 3.45 Mya.
GoGe SynMap program was used to detect synteny re-

gions among Arabidopsis, maize, rice and wheat (Add-
itional file 13: Table S4). None of the collinear CYP450
gene pairs were detect between Arabidopsis and maize.
And the absence of synteny between maize and wheat
genomes involving the CYP450 gene regions could be
due to unavailability of wheat complete chromosome
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sequences. Using the rice genome as a reference to in-
vestigate the syntenic regions, 134 ZmCYP450s (49.4%)
had their syntenic counterparts in rice genome. And
these pairs were mainly distributed in families CYP71
and CYP78. The Ka/Ks ratio for all the pairs varies from
0.08 to 5.53, and the estimated divergence time was ap-
proximately between 23.38 and 240.40 Mya.
ZmCYP86B22/OsCYP86B3 and ZmCYP94C20/
OsCYP71Z5 were under positive selection with Ka/Ks
ratio greater than 1.

Functional divergence analyses of CYP51, CYP74 and
CYP97 clans among wheat, maize and rice
Functionally divergent sites may contribute to explaining
specific functional classes of protein family and the sub-
strate specificity of each protein. Here, we focused on
calculated Type-I and Type-II functional divergence for
clans CYP51, CYP74 and CYP97, because these clans are
conserved across evolution and classified in distinct sub-
families acting on different substrates. As illustrated in
Fig. 1 and Additional files 14, 15, 16: Figure S10–12,
each family was divided into three gene clusters named
as CYP51H/CYP51G-1/CYP51G-3, CYP74A/CYP74E/
Fig. 1 Site-specific profiles for two types of functional divergence (Type-I a
of Type-I and Type-II functional divergence between two gene clusters; LRT
CYP74F and CYP97A/CYP97B/CYP97C. In CYP51
clans, we found evidences for Type-I functional diver-
gence between pairs CYP51H/51G-3 (θI = 0.329 ± 0.083),
CYP51H/51G-1 (θI = 0.475 ± 0.052) and CYP51G-1/51G-
3 (θI = 0.354 ± 0.120), indicative of site-specific altered
selective constraints; a total of 6, 48 and 1 CAASs (crit-
ical amino acid sites) were detected between the three
group pairs, respectively. And the coefficients of Type-II
functional divergence (θII) between them were less than
0 or insignificant. The similar cases were found between
CYP74 clusters as well, that is, the Type-I functional di-
vergence tests of CYP74A/E (θI = 0.625 ± 0.113),
CYP74A/F (θI = 0.220 ± 0.093) and CYP74E/F (θI =
0.391 ± 0.138) were statistically significant and identified
66, 2 and 4 CAASs respectively, while all the pairs
showed no Type-II functional divergence. These findings
support the hypothesis that shifts of evolutionary rate
and changes of amino acid property should not uni-
formly act on CYP51 and CYP74 clans during long-term
evolution. The degree of both types of functional diver-
gence between CYP97A/C (θI = 0.407 ± 0.094; θII =
0.224 ± 0.042), CYP97A/B (θI = 0.503 ± 0.093; θII =
0.252 ± 0.044) and CYP97C/B (θI = 0.460 ± 0.098; θII =
nd Type-II), measured by the posterior ratio. θI and θII, the coefficients
, Likelihood Ratio Statistic
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0.326 ± 0.043) were remarkably significant. There are 13,
40 and 21 Type-I functional divergence-related residues
for CYP97A/C, CYP97A/B and CYP97C/B, respectively,
and the CAASs that may have radically changed their
amino acid properties were only found in CYP97A/C. In
comparison with the number of CAASs for Type-I, 54
Type-II CAASs were identified for CYP97A/C, indicat-
ing that functional divergence between CYP97A and
CYP97C was mainly attributed to the changes of amino
acid property.

Assigning protein secondary structure elements and
homology modeling
With a better understanding of the structure/function
relationship of CYP450s from wheat and maize, we deci-
phered the 3D structure of CYP51, CYP74 and CYP97
clans of interest by homology modeling using Phyre2
server. The results revealed that 490, 479, 462, 465, 437
and 435 residues of TaCYP51G3_2D, ZmCYP51G35,
TaCYP74A98_4A, ZmCYP74A39, TaCYP97A59_6B and
ZmCYP97A16 (99, 98, 96, 91, 79 and 68% of amino acid
sequence) have been modelled with 100.0% confidence
by the single highest scoring template. As shown in
Additional file 17: Figure S13, the Ramachandran plot
analysis for nine predicted models (TaCYP51G3_2D,
ZmCYP51G35, TaCYP74A98_4A, ZmCYP74A39,
TaCYP97A59_6B and ZmCYP97A16) showed that the
vast majority of residues fell in favoured regions. And
the qualities of the models were further supported by
high ERRAT scores, which signify acceptable protein en-
vironment. In spite of relatively low amino acid sequence
identity among different organisms, they appear to take
on a similar secondary and tertiary structural fold
throughout evolution (Additional files 17, 18, 19, 20: Fig-
ure S13C, S14–16 and Fig. 2). Sixteen α-helices (A-L, B′,
J’, K′, K″) and 3 β-sheets including a five-stranded sheet
(β-sheet 1), a three-stranded sheet (β-sheet 3) and a
two-stranded sheet (β-sheet 2) are in common, while β-
sheet 4 also containing two strands is not present in
CYP74. The four-helix bundle (helices D, E, I, and L)
and helices J and K form CYP450 conserved structural
core. With exception of CYP74 family, the central part
of the I-helix contains consensus sequence (A/GGxD/
ET/S) involved in oxygen binding. At the beginning of L
helix occurs a heme binding region FxxGxRxCxG with
the absolutely conserved cysteine that serves as fifth lig-
and to the heme iron. Notably, the nine-residue inser-
tion in heme-binding loop is specific to CYP74 family.
Helix K contains the conserved ExxR motif that is on
the proximal side of the heme. Furthermore, Glu and
Arg of ExxR motif and the Arg in the “PxRx” consensus
sequence comprise E-R-R triade that is probably in-
volved in locking the heme pockets into position and
stabilizing the core structure. We also identified six
putative SRS (substrate recognition sites) regions which
are involved in recognition and binding of substrates ac-
cording to Gotoh’s predicted models. The highly variable
loop region between helices B and C lines the SRS1;
helices F and G and their loop house SRS2 and SRS3;
SRS4 lies in I helix and SRS5 in β1–4; and the β-turn be-
tween β4–1 and β4–2 or between β3–1 and β3–2 pro-
trudes into the SRS6.

Expression profiles of CYP450 genes in various organs
and developmental stages
To gain insights into the spatial and temporal expression
patterns of CYP450s, we investigated the expression pro-
files of TaCYP450s in root, stem, leaf, inflorescence and
grain at three developmental stages; ZmCYP450s in root,
ear, tassel, pollen, embryo, and endosperm. A total of
402 TaCYP450s and 101 ZmCYP450s were chosen for
expression analysis, because their expression values
were ≥ 10 TPM (Transcripts Per Kilobase Million) in at
least one tissue (Additional files 21, 22, 23: Table S5,
Table S6 and Figure S17). A comparison of gene expres-
sion profiles among different organs revealed that wheat
CYP450 transcripts were detected in all tissues, but the
highest in root, which was followed by stem, leaf, inflor-
escence and grain (Fig. 3a). Thereinto, TaCYP73A17_3A,
−73A17_3B, −73A17_3D, −74E7_6A and -76H2_7D dis-
played peak transcript levels in root. TaCYP89J13_2A,
−73A205_4B and -71F39_2D were specifically and abun-
dantly expressed throughout root development. Also, in
maize, more CYP450s were expressed in high quantity in
root as compared to other organs such as ZmCYP73A7
(318 TPM), ZmCYP707A5 (275 TPM), − 71C2v2 (173
TPM), −98A29 (162 TPM), − 71C5 (139 TPM) (Fig. 3b).
While in endosperm and pollen, a large majority of
ZmCYP450s are transcribed at low levels. Only 4 genes
(ZmCYP724B3, −72A353, −707A116 and -71C5) in
endosperm and 3 (ZmCYP84A34, −71 T29-fusion and
-94C69) in pollen displayed medium level expression (10
to 20 TPM). Additionally, in both species, a considerable
proportion of CYP450s (356 TaCYP450s, 76
ZmCYP450s) showed high alterations in expression
levels among different tissues (CV (coefficient of vari-
ation) > 100%) suggesting that they may have more spe-
cific functions. For example, TaCYP84A97_1B,
−75B125_7D, −93G18_2B and -93G18_2D expressed
predominantly in stem, particularly in SFL.02 (Stem at
1/2 of flowers open stage). Expression of
TaCYP71C162_5A, −71Y18_1B, −71Y18_1D and
-71Y18_1A had a high degree of specificity to FR (Fruit
at whole plant fruit ripening stage) with TPM value >
300. ZmCYP89M2, − 81 N5 and -78A131 showed organ-
specific expression in embryo; ZmCYP96B18, −86A35
and -92A47 in tassel; and ZmCYP707A5, −72A5,
−71C62, −92A1, −72A123, −75B89, −94B41, −728C14,



Fig. 2 Overview of structures. Key residues are shown in stick presentation, substrate molecule in ball-and-stick model, and heme molecule as
spheres. Single-letter abbreviations for the amino acid residues are as follows: C, Cys; H, His; T, Thr; Q, Gln; R, Arg; E, Glu; and F, Phe. a
Superposition of 4LXJ, TaCYP51G3_2D and ZmCYP51G35. Lanosterol molecule is shown in ball-and-stick model. The RMSD between the 4LXJ and
TaCYP51G3_2D is 0.122 Å. The RMSD between the 4LXJ and ZmCYP51G35 is 0.162 Å. b Superposition of 2RCH, TaCYP74A98_4A and
ZmCYP74A39. The RMSD between the 2RCH and TaCYP74A98 is 0.107 Å. The RMSD between the 2RCH and ZmCYP74A39 is 0.082 Å. c
Superposition of 2X2N, TaCYP97A59_6B and ZmCYP97A16. The RMSD between the 2X2N and TaCYP97A59 is 0.178 Å. The RMSD between the
2X2N and ZmCYP97A16 is 0.151 Å. POSACONAZOLE molecule is shown in ball-and-stick model. SRS1–6: six putative SRS (substrate recognition
sites) regions which are involved in recognition and binding of substrates according to Gotoh’s predicted models
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−89B19 in root. The transcripts of ZmCYP94C69 and
-84A34 were specifically detected in pollen and root.
Only a tiny fraction of genes had a relatively stable ex-
pression, of which TaCYP727A2_2A and TaCYP96B64/
72_3B exhibited the least variation with a CV value of
42%. The average expression level of TaCYP96B64/72_
3B is approximately three times higher than that of
TaCYP727A2_2A.
And then we compared the expression profiles of the

homologous genes in wheat and maize. The results
showed that members of CYP73A in both species
showed preferential expression patterns in the root.



Fig. 3 Expression analysis of CYP450s during development. a Box plot of TaCYP450s expression. RCE: Root at cotyledon emergence stage; RLP.03:
Root at three leaves visible stage; RSE.99: Root at maximum stem length reached stage; SSE.00:Stem at stem elongation begins stage; SSE.02:
Stem at two nodes or internodes visible stage; SFL.02:Stem at 1/2 of flowers open stage; LCE: Leaf at cotyledon emergence stage; L3N:Leaf at
main shoot and axillary shoots visible at three nodes stage; LF1: Leaf at whole plant fruit formation stage 30 to 50%; ISE.02: Inflorescence at two
nodes or internodes visible stage; ISE.99: Inflorescence at maximum stem length reached stage; IFL.02: Inflorescence at 1/2 of flowers open stage;
FF1: Fruit at whole plant fruit formation stage 30 to 50%; FF2: Fruit at whole plant fruit formation stage 70% to final size; FR: Fruit at whole plant
fruit ripening stage. b Box plot of ZmCYP450s expression. c The diagram of metabolic pathway involved in JA biosynthesis and co-expression
analysis of TaCYP450s. d The diagram of lignin biosynthesis pathway and expression patterns of TaCYP73As in three sets. e Co-expression analysis
of TaCYP450s involved in lignin biosynthesis.
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Transcripts of TaCYP51Hs (8) were mainly detected in
root, especially TaCYP51H39_5B, −51H43_5B, −51H49_
4B and -51H49_4D, while ZmCYP51H12 showed
significant expression divergence, which were predomin-
antly expressed in embryo. TaCYP99As without
TaCYP99A42_5D were highly expressed in the specific
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tissues, root, whereas ZmCYP99As had no expression in
any tissues but slight expression (1 < TPM < 10) in root.
Also, the expressional diversity of members from
CYP78A in different organs and species was found. Spe-
cifically, TaCYP78A263_4B, TaCYP78A263_4D,
TaCYP78A263_5A showed preferential transcript accu-
mulation in root; TaCYP78A265_2D, TaCYP78A265_7B
in stem; TaCYP78A264_5A, TaCYP78A264_5B,
TaCYP78A264_5D in inflorescence. In contrast,
ZmCYP78A130 expression was confined to embryo and
root with much higher expression level in embryo (195
TPM). ZmCYP78A1 not only displayed high expression
level in embryo with 99 TPM but also exhibited ex-
tremely high transcript abundance in ear with 880 TPM.
We also detected the expression of ZmCYP78A53 mostly
in ear and tassel, with the strongest expression in ear
(131 TPM).

Expression profiles of CYP450 genes under drought stress
Drought as one of the prevailing abiotic stresses affects
various physiological and biochemical processes of
plants. To analyzed expression of CYP450s in response
to drought treatment, 119 TaCYP450 and 86 ZmCYP450
genes whose expression values were ≥ 10 TPM in one or
more conditions were selected (Additional files 24-25:
Table S7 and S8). For wheat, twenty-six TaCYP450s (17
up-regulated and 9 down-regulated) and 77 (27 up-
regulated and 50 down-regulated) showed significant
changes in their expression levels after drought treat-
ment at 1 h (DS1h) and 6 h (DS6h), respectively (Add-
itional file 26: Figure S18A). Five genes with significant
up-regulation at DS1h, i.e. TaCYP71T45_3B, −73A17_
3B, −73A201_3A, −74A1_4A and -89E25_7B were con-
sidered as drought sensitive genes. While
TaCYP701A66_U, −704A152_3A, −704A160_3A,
−704A164_3D, −706C1_7B, −71AK14_5A, −71C10_3A,
−71C10_3D, −71Y16_1D, −72A578_1B, −72A598_7A,
−89E20_1A, −89E24_7A, −90B46_4B, −96B38_2A,
−96B38_2D, −96B58_5A and -96B64/72_3B were signifi-
cantly induced at DS6h. The transcript levels of
TaCYP71E12_4A, −74A1_4D, −78A264_5B and
-84A103_2A were initially elevated markedly at DS1h
and then reduced at DS6h. As the drought continues,
the expression of TaCYP707A5_6A, −707A5_6B,
−707A5_6D, −71R11_1A, −71T45_U, −71Y18_1D,
−73A17_3A, −73A201_3B and -97B4_6D were elevated
continuously, whereas TaCYP714C17_5D, −71C142_2D,
−71C166_6D, −71C170_6B, −71W30_5B, −76M28_2D,
−88A94_7D, −90A28_5A and -90A28_5B exhibited con-
tinuously decreased expression. Of note, TaCYP71Y18_
1D was the most significantly up-regulated gene in both
DS1h and DS6h (9.32- and 118.60-fold), and
TaCYP76M28_2D showed the largest fold change (4.06-
and 39.12-fold) among all down-regulated genes. For
maize, 39 ZmCYP450s were DEGs (19 up-regulated and
20 down-regulated) under dehydration stress (Add-
itional file 26: Figure S18B). Some genes including
ZmCYP81N4 (12 fold up), −81A1 (10 fold up), −71C62
(9 fold up) and -78A53 (4 fold up) were expressed only
under drought treatment. And the transcripts of
ZmCYP707A65 (8 fold up, 452.52 TPM) and
ZmCYP71F13 (5 fold up, 208.58 TPM) massively accu-
mulated under water deficiency treatment (Fig. 4b). In
contrast, ZmCYP86A35, −93G5, −78A55, −86B21,
−71C114, −86A97 and -77B2 expression dropped to un-
detectable level after exposure to drought.
In a comparison with CYP450s expression patterns be-

tween the two species, we found wheat differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) were only detected in clans
CYP51, 74, 97, 71, 72, 85 and 86, while maize DEGs in
clans CYP51,727, 97, 71, 72, 85 and 86. There are more
than 40 families in wheat and maize, but the DEGs only
distributed in less than 26 families, and the overlapping
families with DEGs between both species were CYP51,
CYP71, CYP76, CYP78, CYP81, CYP89, CYP93, CYP72,
CYP707, CYP96 and CYP97. Some TaCYP450s had similar
expression patterns with their homologs in maize, which
were principally occurred in subfamilies CYP71C, CYP93G,
CYP72A, CYP704A. For instance, TaCYP71C142_2D,
TaCYP71C162_5B, TaCYP71C166_6D, TaCYP71C170_6B,
ZmCYP71C114, ZmCYP71C1v1, ZmCYP71C2v2,
ZmCYP71C3v2 and ZmCYP71C4; TaCYP93G20_7A,
TaCYP93G20_7B, TaCYP93G20_7D, ZmCYP93G5 and
ZmCYP93G7; TaCYP72A578_1B, TaCYP72A598_7A,
ZmCYP72A353, ZmCYP72A354, ZmCYP72A5 and
ZmCYP72A16 were expressed in the same trend that the
expression level was significantly decreased under drought
stress. TaCYP704A152_3A, TaCYP704A160_3A,
TaCYP704A164_3D and ZmCYP704A105 transcripts sig-
nificantly increased in response to dehydration. And
TaCYP72A598_7D showed a high level of transcript accu-
mulation across all three conditions (Control, DS1h and
DS6h) with no significant expression changes, whose aver-
age expression values were up to 111.24 TPM (Fig. 4a).
And ZmCYP72A124, the homologous gene most closely re-
lated to TaCYP72A598_7D, had similar expression trend,
although the expression abundance was differentiated.
Meanwhile, many genes presented quite different expres-
sion profiles to their homologs in maize. For example,
TaCYP96B38_2A, TaCYP96B38_2D, TaCYP96B58_5A,
TaCYP96B64/72_3B and ZmCYP96B23 showed a totally
contrary expression trend. TaCYP707A5_6A,
TaCYP707A5_6B, TaCYP707A5_6D exhibited similar ex-
pression patterns to ZmCYP707A5 but opposite to
ZmCYP707A114 and ZmCYP707A65. Finally, 14 genes
were selected for qRT-PCR analysis to confirm the expres-
sion patterns (Fig. 4c). Primers are listed in Additional file 27:
Table S9.



Fig. 4 Analysis of the CYP450s expression under drought stress. a Violin plots showing expression levels of TaCYP450s. DS1h: after drought
treatment at 1 h; DS6h: after drought treatment at 1 h. b Violin plots showing expression levels of ZmCYP450s. c Validation of the expression level
of 14 CYP450s by qRT-PCR analysis. d A schematic diagram of CYP450-mediated signaling pathways under drought stress
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Co-expression modules of TaCYP450s
Co-expression analysis can further provide valuable clues
for functional annotation of genes that have significant
and as yet unappreciated roles. In total, 22 co-expression
modules were identified and covered 477 TaCYP450s
belonging to 39 families (Additional file 28: Table S10).
These genes showed distinct expression patterns mirror-
ing each of the modules to which they belong. To
identify the major molecular and biochemical pathways
and functional categories for each module, the gene
ontology (GO) enrichment and Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) analyses were performed
(Additional file 29: Table S11). Here, the discussion fo-
cused on 10 modules because they showed the most
clear and distinct characteristics in terms of gene expres-
sion profiles (Fig. 5a). Purple module contained 62
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TaCYP450s with the strongest expression in root. KEGG
enrichment analysis revealed significant overrepresenta-
tions of phenylpropanoid biosynthesis (ko00940),
phenylalanine metabolism (ko00360), metabolism of xe-
nobiotics by cytochrome P450 metabolic pathways
(ko00980) and so on (Fig. 5b and c). TaCYP73A17_3B,
−73A205_4B and -73A205_4D were annotated into deg-
radation of aromatic compounds pathway (ko01220)
with Q-values < 0.007. Lightgreen module where 39
TaCYP450s were predominantly expressed in root was
highly positively correlated with purple module. Many
enriched GO terms and pathways were common such as
lignin metabolic process (GO:0009808), phenylpropa-
noid metabolic process (GO:0009698) and metabolism
of xenobiotics by cytochrome P450 metabolic pathway
(ko00980). Besides, diterpenoid biosynthesis (ko00904)
was unique metabolic pathway in the module (Fig. 5d
and e), and more TaCYP450s (TaCYP73A17_3A,
−73A17_3D, −73A202_7A, −73A202_7D, −73A203_2B,
−73A205_5A, −73A206_7B, −75A82_6B, −75A84_4A,
−701A63_2B) were annotated into the significantly
enriched pathways, i.e. phenylalanine metabolism, ubi-
quinone and other terpenoid-quinone biosynthesis, dia-
rylheptanoid and gingerol biosynthesis, flavonoid
biosynthesis, diterpenoid biosynthesis, degradation of
aromatic compounds and alpha-Linolenic acid metabol-
ism. In orangered4 module, eight TaCYP450s had their
peak expression in SSE.00 (stem at stem elongation be-
gins stage) and SSE.02 (stem at two nodes or internodes
visible stage).
Fifty-nine TaCYP450s with a maximal transcript abun-

dance in leaf were grouped in black module, and carbon
fixation in photosynthetic organisms (ko00710), photo-
synthesis (ko00195), carotenoid biosynthesis (ko00906)
and porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism (ko00860)
were the most significantly enriched in the module. Or-
ange module had 20 TaCYP450s exhibiting the highest
transcript abundance in LCE (Leaf at cotyledon emer-
gence stage), and aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis
(ko00970), porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism
(ko00860), ribosome (ko03010), protein export
(ko03060), RNA degradation (ko03018), ubiquinone and
other terpenoid-quinone biosynthesis (ko00130), mono-
bactam biosynthesis (ko00261), selenocompound metab-
olism (ko00450) and biotin metabolism (ko00780) were
significantly overrepresented pathways. Four highly
enriched metabolic pathways monoterpenoid biosyn-
thesis (ko00902), glucosinolate biosynthesis (ko00966),
diterpenoid biosynthesis (ko00904) and 2-Oxocarboxylic
acid metabolism (ko01210) were identified in floralwhite
module that harbored three L3N (Leaf at main shoot
and axillary shoots visible at three nodes stage)-specific
expressed TaCYP450s, namely TaCYP71V29_3B,
−79A141_2A and -79A141_2B, of which the latter two
were respectively annotated into glucosinolate biosyn-
thesis and 2-Oxocarboxylic acid metabolism pathways.
Terpenoid backbone biosynthesis (ko00900), plant-
pathogen interaction (ko04626) and regulation of au-
tophagy (ko04140) showed significant enrichment in tan
module including 20 TaCYP450s that displayed peak
transcript levels in LF1 (leaf at whole plant fruit forma-
tion stage 30 to 50%).
Cyan module contained 27 TaCYP450s whose expres-

sion peak appeared at maximum stem length reached
stage of inflorescence (ISE.99) when the anthers release
their pollen, and Go terms associated with pollen devel-
opment (GO:0009555, GO:0010208, GO:0010584, GO:
0080110) were significantly enriched, indicating the bio-
logical roles of the tissue. Fatty acid metabolism-related
pathways (ko01212, ko01040, ko00062, ko00061,
ko00071, ko00073) were significantly over-represented
in the module. Thereinto, TaCYP86A154_2A was anno-
tated into cutin, suberin and wax biosynthesis metabolite
pathways (ko00073). Another sexual reproduction re-
lated module, magenta, possessed 16 TaCYP450s with a
high degree of specificity to IFL.02. Forty-six TaCYP450s
in turquoise module had been described as FR-specific
in their expression. The pathways of folate and arginine
biosynthesis (ko00790, ko00220), alanine, aspartate, glu-
tamate, thiamine, ether lipid and inositol phosphate me-
tabolism (ko00250, ko00730, ko00565, ko00562) were
specifically enriched in the module.

Prediction of miRNA targets and cis-regulatory elements
To obtain in-depth understanding of the regulation
mechanisms of gene expression, miRNA target and cis-
regulatory elements predictions were performed (Add-
itional file 30: Table S12). MiRNAs control gene expres-
sion through affecting both translation and stability of
mRNAs. A total of 46 TaCYP450s were predicted to be
regulated by 28 miRNAs in 55 miRNA-target interac-
tions in wheat. Seven genes seemed to be targeted by
multiple miRNAs, of which TaCYP51H39_5D, −71C9_
4A, −71S9_2D and -75A90_6B had two regulatory miR-
NAs, TaCYP96E3_3D had three, and TaCYP97A59_6A
had four. According to the gene expression profiles, a
total of 15 predicted target genes seemed to be involved
in diverse developmental processes, such as
TaCYP76H2_7D, −73A201_3A, −74E7_6D, −96B53_7A,
−93G18_2D, −92A150_2B and -72A597_6B. And
drought-responsive TaCYP73A201_3A was targeted by
tae-miR5049–3p. In maize, 11 miRNA-target interac-
tions representing nine miRNAs and eight CYP450s
were found. The transcriptional regulation of ZmCY-
P72A28v2 was mediated by four miRNAs.
ZmCYP72A353 possibly as a target of zma-miR399e-5p
was significantly up-regulated under drought stress;
Root-specific ZmCYP72A28v2 was targeted by zma-



Fig. 5 Co-expression modules of TaCYP450s. a Radar charts of expression values of TaCYP450s in 10 modules with the most obvious tissue-specific
expression trends. The radar chart displays over a gray polygonal layout. Each axis represents one kind of tissue and each point in gray polygonal
layout is labeled with the tissue. But we only showed part of the tissues with tissue-specific genes. The larger the radius of a ring represents the higher
level of gene expression. Each ring is labeled with a number that represents gene expression level. The expression values of each gene in the
corresponding module along each axis of the radar chart are connected linearly to visualize the data set as a polygon, and the different color
polygons represent different genes. RCE: Root at cotyledon emergence stage; RLP.03: Root at three leaves visible stage; RSE.99: Root at maximum stem
length reached stage; SSE.00: Stem at stem elongation begins stage; SSE.02: Stem at two nodes or internodes visible stage; LCE: Leaf at cotyledon
emergence stage; L3N: Leaf at main shoot and axillary shoots visible at three nodes stage; LF1: Leaf at whole plant fruit formation stage 30 to 50%;
ISE.99: Inflorescence at maximum stem length reached stage; IFL.02: Inflorescence at 1/2 of flowers open stage; FR: Fruit at whole plant fruit ripening
stage. b Top 20 most significantly enriched pathways in purple module. c Top 20 most significantly enriched pathways in lightgreen module. d Top 70
most significantly enriched GO terms in biological process category in a two-dimensional semantic space of purple module. Color intensity reflects the
significance of enrichment test. Circle radiuses depict the sizes of the aggregated GO terms. e Top 70 most significantly enriched GO terms in
biological process category in a two-dimensional semantic space of lightgreen module
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miR172a, zma-miR172b-3p, zma-miR172c-3p and zma-
miR172d-3p; zma-miR156j-5p acted as potential regula-
tor of ZmCYP78A53 that had its peak expression in ear.
Cis-regulatory elements serve as binding sites for tran-

scription factor to regulate gene expression. A promoter
scan revealed 75 and 97 kinds of trans-acting binding
sites in drought-responsive CYP450s in wheat (82) and
maize (39), respectively. Among them, 15 elements have
high frequency of occurrence (> 50) such as the
drought-related ABRE (ABA responsive element),
TGACG- and CGTCA-motif (MeJA-responsiveness),
and MBS (MYB binding site involved in drought-
inducibility). ABA has a central role in the complex cas-
cade of drought response, and there is a hormone cross-
talk in plant adaptation to drought stress. Of hormone-
responsive elements, ABRE was the most abundant
element of the drought-responsive genes, e.g.
TaCYP707A5_6A, TaCYP707A5_6B, TaCYP707A5_6D,
ZmCYP707A65, TaCYP97B4_6D, TaCYP97C2_1A,
TaCYP97C2_1D and ZmCYP81N4. The second most
abundant hormone-responsive element is MeJA-
responsiveness element possessed by 66 TaCYP450s and
26 ZmCYP450s, among which the drought-inducible
gene TaCYP74A1_4D, a homolog of JA biosynthesis-
related AOS, had two MeJA response elements CGTCA-
and TGACG-motif. Others hormone response elements
like GA-responsive P-box, TATC-box, GARE-motif and
SA-responsive TCA-element were also found to be ap-
parently abundant. P-box resided in TaCYP88A94_7D
that represents an orthologue of GA biosynthetic gene
KAO1 but had significantly decreased expression. MBS
was distributed in 38 TaCYP450s and 26 ZmCYP450s,
such as TaCYP71R11_1A, TaCYP71C10_3D,
TaCYP71Y18_1D, ZmCYP81A1, ZmCYP71C62 and
ZmCYP71F13, and TaCYP71Y18_1D was the most
highly induced gene under dehydration stress. Only
ZmCYP51H12, TaCYP97C2_1A and TaCYP714C17_5D
harbored MBSI involved in flavonoid biosynthetic gene
regulation, of which ZmCYP51H12 was upregulated after
exposure to drought.

Discussion
Phylogenetic analysis
This review presents a comparison of CYP450s from
seven sequenced genomes of C.reinhardtii, P.patens,
Arabidopsis, maize, wheat, rice and poplar. Nelson clas-
sified the 11 land-plant clans into two groups: single-
family clans (CYP51, CYP74, CYP97, CYP710, CYP711,
CYP727, CYP746) and multi-family clans (CYP71,
CYP72, CYP85, CYP86) [35]. CYP51 clan may represent
the oldest eukaryotic CYP, and CYP51Gs are the only
CYP450 enzymes with a conserved sterol demethylation
function across the fungal, plant and animal [36]. Not-
able is, C.reinhardtii, P.patens, Arabidopsis and poplar
contain a subfamily CYP51G with one to two genes, but
maize, rice and wheat each have at least 3 CYP51Gs plus
additional a functionally divergent subfamily CYP51H
that mediates the synthesis of defense-related antimicro-
bial triterpene glycosides (avenacins). The three grass
species have from 7 to 37 CYP51s, and the number of
CYP51Hs varies from 3 (42%) in maize, 7 (70%) in rice
and up to 29 (78%) in wheat. CYP710 clan contains
sterol C22-desaturases [37], which is conserved from
green algae to vascular plants, and CYP85 clan can also
acts on sterols [38]. It is not surprising that clans
CYP51, CYP710 and CYP85 are closely related in the
phylogenetic tree. These observations suggest that they
may have evolved from a sterol metabolizing CYP51 an-
cestor. In CYP85 clan, CYP724B/CYP90 couple func-
tioning in the biosynthesis of BRs are found to be
phylogenetically close. Further, CYP724B shares higher
phylogenetic identity with CYP90B in the tree, and coin-
cidentally, both can mediate the same C-22 hydroxyl-
ation steps in the pathway [39]. Additionally, the
members of families CYP88 and CYP729 in CYP85 clan
form a strong cluster with a bootstrap confidence of
996/1000. Howbeit, CYP88 family involved in GA bio-
synthesis [11] has one to three genes in each of the five
land plants but none in C.reinhardtii and P.patens, while
CYP729 whose function remains unclear exists only in
poplar (1 genes), wheat (9 genes) and rice (2 genes), sug-
gesting the function of CYP729 is possibly related to the
GA formation.
It is well known that CYP97, one of the oldest plant-

specific clans that emerged before the higher plant/green
algae split, functions in xanthophyll biosynthesis and
comprises three distinct subfamilies [7]. Each subfamily
is present in P.patens, Arabidopsis, poplar, maize and
rice in single copy, but wheat has 12 (6 CYP97As, 3
CYP97Bs and 3 CYP97Cs) members. CYP711 clan prob-
ably appeared after the CYP97 clan during early plant
evolution, which has a single (sub) family (CYP711A) in-
volved in strigolactone signalling in land plant [35].
CYP711As are usually found singly or in low copies in
most dicots, but with gene duplication in monocots, i.e.
4 genes in maize, 6 in rice and 12 in wheat. On the glo-
bal tree, CYP97 clan shares the highest phylogenetic
identity with some green algae-specific families in clans
CYP711 and CYP85. One potential explanation for this
result is that they share a common ancestor. It is well
documented that the atypical CYP450s (CYP74s) can
catalyze the conversion of already oxygenated polyunsat-
urated C18 fatty acid hydroperoxides into other oxyli-
pins [40]. In our phylogenetic tree, CYP74 clan is
adjacent to CYP711 family, and further functional ana-
lysis of these families might provide some hint about the
evolution of the oxylipins and strigolactone signals and
their ancestor’s function(s). CYP71 clan is absent in
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C.reinhardtii while already dominant in early land plants
and involved in the plant specialized metabolism [35]. It
is the largest land plants CYP clan with a current total
of 1615 members in the six species (P.patens, Arabidop-
sis, maize, wheat, rice and poplar), and particularly
wheat contains in excess of 780 members which is esti-
mated at up to 60.64% of total TaCYP450s. Our phylo-
genetic analysis showed that CYP84 clusters with a
bootstrap value of 985/1000 to the CYP736. CYP736
only exist in poplar among seven species, and its func-
tion has been not studied, while CYP84 has been con-
firmed to involve in lignin biosynthesis in angiosperms.
Expression analysis of CYP450s during development
Analyzing gene expression profiles can advance our un-
derstanding of CYP450s functions in wheat and maize
growth and development. It is widely accepted that cyto-
chrome P450 proteins implicated in a number of devel-
opmental events through the biosynthesis and/or
catabolism of phytohormones and other secondary com-
pounds. For example, CYP51G can catalyze the essential
14α-demethylation of obtusifoliol, which is required for
the synthesis of phytosterol and membrane sterols. In
our research, CYP51Gs were ubiquitously expressed in
wheat and maize tissues. Moreover, TaCYP51G1_4A
and -51G1_4D exhibited relatively high expression abun-
dance in root and inflorescence; ZmCYP51G1 in tassel
and ear; ZmCYP51G22 in embryo. It seems that each
gene performs a prominent role in different tissues or
species. Unlike the conserved function of CYP51Gs, oats
CYP51H10 is indispensable to produce avenacins [41].
As expected, wheat CYP51Hs transcripts were mainly
detected in root where the avenacins accumulate,
whereas maize CYP51H12 had a higher expression in
embryo than other organs.
Xanthophylls play critical roles in photosynthesis,

photoprotection and as precursors to ABA. Recently,
some genes associated with xanthophyll biosynthesis
have been experimentally defined. In Arabidopsis, LYCB
and LYCE catalyze the conversion of trans-lycopene to
α- or β-carotene, and subsequently, BCH1/2 and
CYP97s participate in the hydroxylation of α- and β-
carotene [7, 42]. In our study, TaCYP97s had their peak
expression in leaf, particularly TaCYP97C2_1D whose
expression level was more than 93 TPM in LCE. Among
them, TaCYP97A60_6A, −97A60_6B and -97A60_6D
showed coexpression with the wheat homologs of Arabi-
dopsis LYCB (6BS_TGACv1_513174_AA1632970),
LYCE (3AL_TGACv1_193581_AA0613700, 3B_
TGACv1_221427_AA0740510 and 3DL_TGACv1_
250106_AA0862170) and BCH1 (2AL_TGACv1_
093571_AA0282760) in black module. By contrast, all
members of maize CYP97 family (ZmCYP97A16,
−97B21 and -97C19) were expressed at a low to moder-
ate level in all tissues.
Mounting evidence suggests CYP707As encode ABA

8′-hydroxylases in ABA catabolism. We detected the ex-
pression of TaCYP707A5_6A, −707A5_6B and -707A5_
6D mostly in root and grain. What’s more, they were
evenly expressed in three phases of root development
but exhibited great disparities in abundance among dif-
ferent grain development stages, that is, the transcripts
were nearly absent in grain during the early period of
fruit development while accumulated significantly at
whole fruit ripening stage. As is well known, increased
amounts of ABA are associated with the maturation of
seeds. Accordingly, it is reasonable to envision that
TaCYP707A5_6A, −707A5_6B and -707A5_6D play the
major role in maintaining optimal ABA levels of ripen-
ing wheat grains. In maize, CYP707A5 transcript was
also specifically expressed in root with 275 TPM. And
its closest homologue in rice, OsCYP707A5, showed
preferential expression not only in root but also in palea
and ovary [31]. ZmCYP707A114 had a higher expression
in tassel. These inspire us to assess their potential im-
portance in the control of organ-specific processes.
Strigolactones (SL) are secreted from root with various

biological roles, like regulating shoot branching or tiller-
ing and root architecture. To the best of our knowledge,
AtCYP711A1 (MAX1) has been identified as a SL bio-
synthetic enzyme, and the enzymatic functions of its ho-
mologs such as OsCYP711A2, OsCYP711A3,
OsCYP711A5, OsCYP711A6 and ZmCYP711A18 for SL
formation were also confirmed in vitro [8]. In our study,
TaCYP711A68_3B, TaCYP711A68_4A, TaCYP711A68_
4D and ZmCYP711A18 expressions were concentrated
to root. Besides, TaCYP711A67_6B, 53% identical to
MAX1 at amino-acid level, was coexpressed with
TaCYP97A60_6B and reached the highest expression
level in LF1.
Functional studies in Arabidopsis have demonstrated

that CYP74A1 functions as an allene oxide synthase
(AOS) in the JA biosynthetic pathway [43]. In wheat,
TaCYP74A1s were expressed at varying intensities
throughout wheat development, particularly
TaCYP74A1_4A and -74A1_4D with extremely high ex-
pression levels in LCE (220, 223 TPM), IFL.02 (250, 137
TPM) and FF1 (351, 64 TPM). While the expression of
TaCYP74A98_4A, −74A98_4B and -74A98_4D were re-
stricted to LCE and L3N, and TaCYP74A99_5A and
-74A99_5B exhibited relatively high transcript abun-
dance in SSE.02. The first step of JA biosynthesis is the
oxidation of α-linolenic acid in plastids, which is initially
driven by lipoxygenases (LOXs). And then the product,
13-HPOT ((13S)-hydroperoxy octadecatrienoic acid),
can be metabolized by AOSs and AOCs (allene oxide cy-
clases) to generate 12-OPDA (12-oxo-phytodienoic acid)
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(Fig. 3c) [43]. With the aim to better explore the forma-
tion of JA by CYP74s in wheat, 49 TaLOXs (TaLOX1
-TaLOX49) and 25 TaAOCs (TaAOC1-TaAOC25) were
identified (Additional file 31: Table S13). As revealed by
our coexpression analysis, some of them showed a sig-
nificant correlation of expression with TaCYP74As (ho-
mologs of AOS) (Fig. 3c), for example, TaAOC25
connected to TaCYP74A1_4B and TaCYP74A1_4D in
orange module; TaLOX28 and TaLOX33 connected to
TaCYP74A1_4A in darkmagenta module. And 12-OPDA
can be transported into peroxisomes by PXA1 [44], then
OPR and β-oxidation enzymes catalyze the formation of
JA from 12-OPDA [43]. In this report, a total of 55
TaOPRs (TaOPR1–55) were identified in wheat (Add-
itional file 31: Table S13), among which TaOPR22 and
TaOPR24 connected to TaCYP74A1_4A in darkmagenta
module; TaOPR88 connected to TaCYP74A98_4B and
TaCYP74A98_4D in lightsteelblue1 module. Addition-
ally, previous researches have provided compelling evi-
dence that Arabidopsis CYP94B1, CYP94B3 and
CYP94C1 contribute to partial inactivation of the JA-Ile
hormone when JA signaling must be switched off [45,
46]. In co-expression network, TaCYP94B77_1B,
−94B77_1D, −94C109_4A, −94C110_5A and -94C110_
5D from purple module showed connection to some JA
synthesis-related genes.
CYP73A, CYP98A and CYP84A may act as cinnamate

4-hydroxylase (C4H), p-coumaroyl ester 3′-hydroxylase
(C3′H) and ferulate/coniferaldehyde/coniferyl alcohol 5-
hydroxylase (F5H or Cald5H) in lignin biosynthesis, re-
spectively (Fig. 3d) [47, 48]. The latest research finds
that C4H, C3′H and F5H are in spatial proximity to
each other on the ER membrane, and it is MSBP1/2
(membrane steroid-binding proteins) that physically
organize and stabilize them [49]. In this study, 1BL_
TGACv1_030938_AA0104050, 1AL_TGACv1_002731_
AA0044810 and 1DL_TGACv1_063516_AA0228130
share sequence homology with MSBP1/2, two of which
showed a significant correlation of expression with
TaCYP73A204_2D. According to the expression profile,
wheat CYP73As were divided into three sets: (1)
TaCYP73A17_3A, −73A17_3B, −73A17_3D, −73A202_
7A, −73A202_7D, −73A203_2B, −73A205_4B, −73A205_
4D, −73A205_5A and -73A206_7B distributed in light-
green or purple modules have maximal expression levels
in root; (2) TaCYP73A201_3A and TaCYP73A201_3B
belonging to plum1 module exhibited maximal tran-
script abundance in stem and root; (3) the expression of
TaCYP73A204_2D assigned to turquoise module was
mostly confined to grain (Fig. 3d). To further understand
the roles of TaCYP73As, special focus is placed on co-
expression subnetworks produced by all the connections
for TaCYP73As with an edge weight > 0.2 (Fig. 3e). In
the subnetworks, we identified a suite of wheat genes
homologous to Arabidopsis lignin biosynthesis-related
genes such as PAL1/2 (phenylalanine ammonia-lyase1/
2), 4CL1/2 (4-coumarate: CoA ligase1/2), CCoAOMT1
(caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase1), CCR1 (cinnamoyl-
CoA reductase1), COMT (caffeic acid O-
methyltransferase) (Additional file 32: Table S14). Most
wheat genes (41) with putative role in lignin synthesis
were present in the subnetwork from purple module,
among which TaCYP73A17_3B, TaCYP73A205_4B and
TaCYP73A205_4D had the highest correlation for coex-
pression with TaPAL1.13, TaPAL1.31, TaCCoAOMT1.3,
TaCOMT.7 and TaCCR1.3. In lightgreen module, there
are direct connections between TaPAL1.24, TaPAL1.29,
TaCCR1.5, TaCCR1.4 and the TaCYP73As
(TaCYP73A17_3A, −73A17_3D -73A203_2B and
-73A205_5A). Based on our results, we propose that they
most likely act in concert with each other for root lignin
formation. A striking observation was that all kinds of
lignin biosynthesis-related TaCYP450s (TaCYP73A201_
3A, TaCYP98A11_1A and TaCYP84A97_1A/
TaCYP84A97_1B/TaCYP84A97_1D) were simultan-
eously present in plum1 module. And they were coex-
pressed with TaPAL1.25, TaPAL1.33, Ta4CL.2, Ta4CL.3,
Ta4CL.4, TaCCoAOMT1.2, TaCOMT.3, TaCOMT.1,
TaCOMT.2, TaCOMT.4, TaCOMT.8, TaCOMT.9,
TaCCR1.1, TaCCR1.2, TaCCR1.6, TaCCR1.12 and
TaCCR1.14. Additionally, the oxidation of monolignols
is the last step of lignin biosynthesis, which is driven by
laccases and peroxidases [50–52]. In Arabidopsis, the in-
volvement of LAC17 in the constitutive lignification of
stems has been proved [53]. Fortunately, nine LAC17
orthologues in wheat (Additional file 31: Table S13)
were identified here as being coexpressed with
TaCYP73A201_3A, TaCYP84A97_1A, TaCYP84A97_1B,
TaCYP84A97_1D and TaCYP98A11_1A. In the mean-
while, the five TaCYP450s also showed correlation of ex-
pression with nine wheat cellulose synthase genes
(Additional file 32: Table S14) involved in secondary cell
wall biosynthesis. Only one peroxidase (TaPOX8) was
detected showing coexpression with TaCYP84A97_1A
and TaCYP84A97_1B. All connections between these
genes produced a lignin biosynthesis co-expressed net-
work, which can provide candidate genes that encode
enzymes active in wheat stem and/or root lignin biosyn-
thetic pathway. In maize, all CYP450 genes with poten-
tial role for lignin biosynthesis (ZmCYP73A122,
ZmCYP73A8, ZmCYP73A7, ZmCYP98A29, ZmCYP98A7
and ZmCYP84A34) were maximally expressed in root.
AtCYP703A2 has been experimentally verified to func-
tion as a lauric acid in-chain-hydroxylase involved in
sporopollenin synthesis along with AtCYP704B1 that
catalyzes ω-hydroxylation of long-chain fatty acids [2,
54]. And in rice, the key role of anther-specific
CYP703A3 and CYP704B2 in synthesizing anther cuticle
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and pollen exine has also been proved [55, 56]. Consist-
ent with previous researches, the expression of
TaCYP703A3_7A and -703A3_7B were mostly restricted
to inflorescence at maximum stem length reached stage,
and they exhibited a similar expression pattern to
TaCYP704B12_4A, −704B12_4B and -704B12_4D. Like-
wise, the coexpression analysis showed that the five
wheat genes mentioned above assigned to cyan module
are closely associated with each other.
Besides, many CYP450s have been shown to function

in diverse biological processes by producing an as-yet-
unknown signalling molecule, which is thought to be in-
dependent from any classical phytohormone. In Arabi-
dopsis, CYP85A1 is expressed in the female gametophyte
and necessary for the initiation of megagametogenesis
[57]. Correspondingly, relatively high expression of
OsCYP85A1 was detected in pistil, inflorescence and an-
ther [58]. Not only that, it reached peak expression in
seed at 10 days after pollination with 112 TPM [59]. Of
note, ZmCYP85A1 transcript was the most abundant in
root, with a relatively lower level in embryo, tassel and
ear, and nearly absent in pollen and endosperm. And
TaCYP85A51_2D, as a close homologue to OsCYP85A1
and ZmCYP85A1, showed a low or undetectable level of
expression in all wheat tissues. Extensive research efforts
have shown that several CYP78As are involved in regula-
tion of seed development and organ size. Arabidopsis
CYP78A6, CYP78A8 and CYP78A9 perform overlapping
functions in integument development by promoting cell
proliferation [60, 61]. In rice, CYP78A13 is expressed in
both embryo and endosperm and required for proper
size balance between them [62]. We found that the ex-
pression value of ZmCYP78A130 sharing close amino
acid identity (70%) with OsCYP78A13 was up to 195
TPM in embryo. A striking accumulation of
ZmCYP78A1 transcripts in ear (880 TPM) and embryo
(99 TPM) were detected. And ZmCYP78A53 was mainly
expressed in ear (131 TPM), which overlaps with the ex-
pression trends of ZmCYP78A54, but not with the
ZmCYP78A133 that appeared to be regulated only by
ear-specific transcriptional activation.

Expression analysis of CYP450s in response to drought
stress
The concentration of ABA markedly increases under
drought stress conditions, which plays a crucial role in
preventing water loss. ABA 8′-hydroxylase (ABA8Ox)
activity, functionally assigned to CYP707A, has been
demonstrated, and the induction of CYP707As seems to
be important for the maintenance of optimal ABA levels
[63]. We discovered that TaCYP707A5_6A, −707A5_6B
and -707A5_6D were incrementally up-regulated with
exposure time, and OsCYP707A5 also showed an ascent
as 19.7-fold of the control under drought stress [31].
Their orthologous gene ZmCYP707A5 showed signifi-
cantly decreased expression of at least 2.6-fold. Some
ABA-biosynthesis-related genes (33 TaNCEDs and 29
ZmNCEDs) encoding 9-cisepoxycarotenoid dioxygenases
(NCEDs) were identified (Additional file 33: Table S15),
which cleave C40 caroteniods to form the first 15-
carbon precursor xanthoxin. Thereinto, TaNCED13,
TaNCED17 and TaNCED27 showed sharp increase of
transcripts in drought-treated leaves, whereas
TaNCED30 exhibited significantly reduced expression.
In maize, all significantly differentially expressed NCEDs
were upregulated, including ZmNCED8, ZmNCED9,
ZmNCED18, ZmNCED27 and ZmNCED29. Also, wheat
BCH2 (5AL_TGACv1_376349_AA1235590) acting up-
stream of xanthoxin production showed significantly
strong induction. Another upstream gene TaCYP97B4_
6D, homologous to AtCYP97B3 capable of hydroxylation
of both α- and β-carotene [42, 64], was expressed at 5.5-
and 2.77-fold increased levels after exposure 1 h and 6 h
of drought stress, respectively. It has been reported that
12-Oxophytodienoic acid (12-OPDA) acts as a drought-
responsive regulator of stomatal closure and functions
most effectively together with ABA [65]. In accordance
with expectation, OsCYP74A4 (OsAOS) was up-
regulated 5.9-fold when exposed to drought stress [31],
and TaCYP74A1_4A and TaCYP74A1_4D were signifi-
cantly up-regulated in DS1h. Six TaLOXs (TaLOX5,
TaLOX18, TaLOX20, TaLOX21, TaLOX28 and
TaLOX42) were up regulated in at least one condition.
And there are only three TaAOCs expressed in our ex-
periment, among which TaAOC21 had a 2-fold increase
in expression while TaAOC22 had a reduction, two-fold,
of expression after drought treatment at 6 h.
ROS production results in various degree of oxidative

damage under drought stress, and flavonoids may act as
ROS scavengers in Arabidopsis [66]. In rice, of identified
flavonoids biosynthesis-related genes OsCYP93G1 [67],
OsCYP93G2 [68] and OsCYP75B4 [69], OsCYP93G2 was
significantly down-regulated in response to dehydration
[31]. In wheat, putative flavonoid biosynthesis genes
TaCYP93G20_7A, TaCYP93G20_7B and TaCYP93G20_
7D had more than 5-fold decrease in expression within
6 h of drought exposure. Also, four maize potential fla-
vonoid biosynthetic genes ZmCYP93G5, ZmCYP93G7,
ZmCYP75B57 and ZmCYP75B89 showed significant
downregulation. Overaccumulation of antioxidant flavo-
noids enhance oxidative and drought tolerance in Arabi-
dopsis, but the mechanism of flavonoid accumulation in
Gramineae crops remains to be clarified.
The benzoxazinoids 2,4-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoxazin-3-

one-glucoside (DIBOA-glucoside) is one of the potential
metabolite biomarkers serving as indicators of drought
tolerance, which shows a decreased level in wheat under
drought stress [70]. Its biosynthesis in maize involves 7
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enzymes (Bx1-Bx5, Bx8 and Bx9) which act in the syn-
thesis of DIBOA-glucoside from indole-3-glycerol phos-
phate by sequential reactions, and four of them are
CYP450s, namely ZmCYP71C1v1 (Bx2), ZmCYP71C2v2
(Bx3), ZmCYP71C3v2 (Bx4) and ZmCYP71C4 (Bx5)
[71]. In this study, there are apparent downregulation of
Bx1 (Zm00001d048709) and Bx2-Bx5 expression, and
Bx8 (Zm00001d048707) and Bx9 (Zm00001d031209)
showed no significant changes in their expression levels.
While in wheat, the identified Bx2-Bx5 [72] correspond-
ing to TaCYP71C9_4A/4B/U, −71C7_5A/5B/5D,
−71C6_5A/5B/5D and -71C8_5A/5B/5D showed low ex-
pression level under water deficiency conditions. For
ease of interpretation, a schematic diagram of CYP450-
mediated signaling pathways under drought stress is
shown in Fig. 4d.

Conclusion
The first complete overview of CYP450 superfamily in
wheat and maize is presented in our study, including
protein characterization, phylogeny, gene structure,
chromosome location, duplicated event, functional di-
vergence and gene expression pattern, which could pro-
vide important features for the genes in corresponding
species. What’s more, a comparative analysis between
these genes in wheat and maize was also performed. As
a result of these analyses, we found cytochrome P450s
belong to a large superfamily with hundreds to thou-
sands of members in wheat and maize, and most
CYP450 families are present in both species, except for
CYP723 and CYP729 which may have been lost in
maize. The comparative analyses of the phylogenetic
tree, conserved motifs and gene structures of wheat
CYP450s with those of maize reveal that each family/
subfamily possesses specific features that may have re-
lated molecular functions, and the characteristics fea-
tures of each family/subfamily in both species are
conserved. High-throughput transcriptome data in vari-
ous development stages and drought stress can offer an
in-depth insight into functions of CYP450s in different
physiological processes. In both species, CYP450s exhibit
great disparities in abundance among different tissues,
and most of them are considered as highly tissue-
specific genes. It seems that a minority of CYP450s are
significantly differentially expressed under drought
stress. Based on the analyses of gene expression profile
and co-expression network, we focused on the discus-
sion of the expression patterns and functions of interest-
ing CYP450s. Some homologous genes in wheat and
maize with common trends in expression were identi-
fied, suggesting that these genes are highly conserved
during evolution and may have similar functions. The
divergences in expression profiles between homologous
genes also exist, revealing that some of them may lose
function or acquire new function in evolutionary
process. In summary, our work represents the first com-
parative genomics analysis of CYP450 superfamily in
wheat and maize. These results not only extend previous
findings related to the role of the genes but also provide
valuable information to investigate Gramineae crops de-
velopment and stress physiology and make a prospect
for genetic improvement programs.

Methods
Identification and characterization of TaCYP450s and
ZmCYP450s
The wheat (TGACv1.32) and maize (AGPv4.36) protein
sequences were retrieved from the EnsemblPlants data-
base [73]. The known CYP450 protein sequences from
Pfam database [74] (Pfam code: PF00067), The Arabi-
dopsis Information Resource (TAIR) (https://www.Ara-
bidopsis.org/), P450 Homepage (http://drnelson.uthsc.
edu/cytochromeP450.html) and the report published by
Wei et al. [31] were utilized to build HMM profiles with
hmmbuild implemented in HMMER 3.0 [75], which was
then used to identify CYP450 proteins in each genome
(wheat and maize) by hmmsearch. Subsequently, we
merged the results and deleted redundant sequences. To
confirm the domain organization, the candidate CYP450
protein sequences were characterized using Pfam data-
base and ScanProsite server [76], and the sequences
lacking or containing incomplete CYP450 domain were
eliminated manually. Then all maize and wheat candi-
dates were submitted to the Standardized Cytochrome
P450 Nomenclature Committee (David Nelson: dnelso-
n@uthsc.edu) for uniform nomenclature. TMHMM ser-
ver v. 2.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/)
and LocTree3 [77] were used to predict trans-
membrance regions and subcellular localization, respect-
ively. The isoelectric point (pI) and molecular weight
(Mw) were estimated by IPC (Isoelectric Point Calcula-
tor) [78]. The program of MEME tool in Galaxy web-
based platform was exploited [79] to analyze the motif
compositions with the parameters: number of different
motifs as 30, range of motif width as 8 to 50.

Phylogenetic tree construction and gene structure
analysis
The CYP450 protein sequences from Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii (green alga), Physcomitrella patens (moss),
Populus trichocarpa (poplar), Arabidopsis thaliana (Ara-
bidopsis), Oryza sativa (rice), Triticum aestivum (wheat)
and Zea mays (maize) were aligned by using MAFFT
with default parameters (−auto) [80]. Based on the
aligned sequences, a maximum-likelihood (ML) tree was
constructed by FastTree with JTT substitution model
[81] and visualized using iTOL [82], and topological ro-
bustness was assessed by boot-strapping with 1000
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bootstrap replicates. Besides, the available annotation in-
formation of wheat and maize genomes was utilized to
display CYP450 gene structures by TBtools [83].

Chromosomal localization, gene duplication, synteny and
selective pressure analyses
The genes were mapped on chromosomes based on their
physical positions provided in the EnsemblePlants data-
base. Visualization of chromosome location was imple-
mented with all CYP450s using MapDraw 2.2. The
adjacent genes in the same CYP family located within 10
genes apart were considered as tandemly duplicated
genes [31]. The prediction of segmentally duplicated
genes and syntenic regions was performed by GoGe Syn-
Map program [84]. To explore the mechanism of gene
divergence after duplication, the ratio of non-
synonymous to synonymous nucleotide substitutions
(Ka/Ks) between duplicated gene pairs was calculated by
DnaSP 5.0 [85]. The dates of the duplication events for
gene pairs were calculated by the equation T = Ks/2λ ×
10− 6 Mya (λ = 6.5 × 10− 9) [86]. Circos-0.67 program [87]
was used to visualize duplicated regions between maize
and rice.

Estimation of functional divergence
The software DIVERGE 3.0 was utilized to detect critical
amino acid sites (CAASs) responsible for the functional
divergence of CYP450 family [88]. The coefficients of
Type-I and Type-II functional divergence (θI and θII, re-
spectively) between two chosen clusters were calculated
to measure the level of functional divergence. If θI and
θII are significantly superior to 0, it means that some
amino acids may have experienced shifted functional
constraints (Type-I functional divergence) or a radical
shift of amino acids physicochemical properties (Type-II
functional divergence) during evolution. Then an empir-
ical cutoff of posterior probability Qk > 0.67 was used to
verify the functional divergence-related sites by a site-
specific posterior analysis.

Assigning protein secondary structure elements and
homology modeling
To better understand the structure and functional rela-
tionship of CYP450 enzymes from wheat and maize,
CYP51, CYP74 and CYP97 sequences as the representa-
tives were selected and aligned. Assignment of secondary
structure elements onto the corresponding aligned se-
quences was performed using the program ESPript [89],
and substrate recognition sites (SRSs) were manually in-
dicated according to Gotoh’s predicted models [90]. To
screen the best target and templates for homology mod-
eling, all sequences from wheat and maize CYP51,
CYP74 and CYP97 clans were submitted to Phyre2 [91].
The strategy used in the model building was based
on confidence in the model, coverage of the query
sequence and target-template sequence similarity. Fi-
nally, TaCYP51G3_2D, ZmCYP51G35, TaCYP74A98_
4A, ZmCYP74A39, TaCYP97A59_6B, ZmCYP97A16
as the best representatives for each clan were chosen.
And the homology models for TaCYP51G3_2D and
ZmCYP51G35, TaCYP74A98_4A and ZmCYP74A39,
TaCYP97A59_6B and ZmCYP97A16 based on the
crystal structure of Saccharomyces cerevisiae lanos-
terol 14-alpha demethylase (CYP51, PDB: 4LXJ, chain:
A), Arabidopsis allene oxide synthase (CYP74A, PDB:
2RCH, chain: A), and Trypanosoma brucei lanosterol
14-alpha-demethylase (CYP51, PDB: 2X2N, chain: B)
were generated using the Phyre2. To validate the
quality of homology model, stereochemical quality
and accuracy was evaluated by Ramachandran plot
analysis in the RAMPAGE server (http://mordred.
bioc.cam.ac.uk/~rapper/rampage.php), and ERRAT at
the UCLA-DOE Structure Analysis and Verificantion
(https://servicesn.mbi.ucla.edu/SAVES/) was used to
assess the amino acid environment. UCSF Chimera
(http://www.rbvi.ucsf.edu/chimera) was employed to
visualize the three-dimensional (3D) structures.

Alignment of RNA-seq reads and expression analysis
To study the expression of wheat and maize CYP450
genes in various developmental stages and response
to drought stress, the raw sequencing data in FASTQ
and SAM formats were obtained from ArrayExpress
[92] with accession numbers E-MTAB-4484, E-
MTAB-3826 and E-MTAB-4198, and NCBI Sequence
Read Archive (SRA) database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/sra) with accession number SRP045409. Then we
aligned high quality paired-end reads from each sample to
wheat reference genome sequence TGACv1 and maize
reference genome sequence AGPv4 using HISAT2 [93].
The raw counts of unique mapped reads were aggregated
using featureCounts [94]. And using a custom-made Perl
script, we calculated TPM (transcripts per million) for
each gene. As for drought stress, differential gene expres-
sion analysis was performed with the Bioconductor pack-
age DESeq2, and fold change cutoff of two and Q-value
(false discovery rate adjusted p-value) < 0.05 were taken as
statistically significant threshold. To identify differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) in different developmental stages,
the coefficient of variation (CV) value of expression level
across all tissues for each gene was calculated (CV = S/
Xmean, where S represents the standard deviation and X
mean indicates the mean expression of a gene across all
the tissues). In this study, genes expressed in all tissues
with a CV ≥100% as the criterion were regarded as DEGs.
The log2-transformed (TPM+ 1) and log2-transformed
fold change values of TaPKs were used for heat map gen-
eration by “pheatmap” package.
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Plant material and real-time PCR analysis
Seeds of the bread wheat cultivar ‘TAM 107’ and maize
inbred line B73 were surface-sterilized in 1% sodium
hypochlorite for 20 min followed by six washes with dis-
tilled water, and soaked in dark overnight at room
temperature. Prior to stress treatments, the germinated
seeds were cultured in water and grown in a growth
chamber at condition of 22 °C for 16 h of light, 18 °C for
8 h of darkness, and 50% humidity. To create drought
stress, water was replaced with 20% (m/V) PEG-6000 so-
lution and roots were totally covered by PEG solution,
and the seedlings were subjected to drought stress for 1
h and 6 h, and total RNA from fresh leaf samples was
isolated. The maize seeds were placed on the paper
towel at 28 °C for 24 h, and then, transplanted to pots
containing a mixture of vermiculite and soil (1:1, v/v).
Seedings were grown in a greenhouse with 30 °C/25 °C
(day/night) and 16 h/8 h (light/dark). A progressive
drought stress was introduced after sowing 4 days by
water deficit until 14 day, and total RNA was isolated
from aerial tissues. Wheat actin (TRIAE_CS42_1AL_
TGACv1_001447_AA0030680), maize ubiquitin
(Zm00001d047373) and folylpolyglutamate synthase
(Zm00001d048514) were respectively used as internal
reference genes to normalize Ct values of each reaction
[95, 96].

Co-expression network, KEGG and GO enrichment
analyses
Co-expression networks were constructed using the
WGCNA package in R [97]. The modules were obtained
using the step-by-step network construction method
with following parameters: the power = 12, minModule-
Size = 30 and mergeCutHeight = 0.25. The eigengene
value was calculated for each module and used to test
the association with each sample. Finally, the networks
were visualized using Cytoscape 3.4.0 [98]. To further
examine the functional distribution of genes in each
module, BioMart data mining tool (http://plants.
ensembl.org/biomart/martview/) and BlastKOALA [99]
were used to obtain Gene Ontology (GO) annotation
and K numbers, respectively. GO and KEGG enrichment
analyses for each module were performed using the
OmicShare tools (www.omicshare.com/tools), and GO
terms and KEGG pathways with Q-values < 0.05 were
considered statistically significant.

Prediction of cis-regulatory elements and miRNA targets
For investigating the cis-regulatory elements, the up-
stream regions (1500 bp) of wheat and maize CYP450s
were extracted using TBtools. Then the sequences
were submitted to PlantCARE database to identify pu-
tative cis-regulatory elements [100]. Targets of
miRNA were identified using psRNATarget server
[101] with default settings (maximum expectation = 3,
allowed maximum energy to unpair the target site
(UPE) = 25). The available wheat and maize mature
miRNA sequences (119 and 321) were downloaded
from miRBase database (release 21) [102] to match
against mRNA sequences of Ta- and ZmCYP450s,
respectively.
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Additional file 18: Figure S14. Multiple sequence alignment and
secondary structure elements assignment of CYP51 members.
Assignment of secondary structure elements was based on 4LXJ. Cyan
frames localize Gotoh’s Substrate recognition sites (SRSs) 1–6 that were
manually determined. Purple frames localize the main CYP450 motifs. The
η symbol refers to a 310-helix. α-helices, 310-helices and π-helices are dis-
played as medium, small and large squiggles, respectively. β-strands are
rendered as arrows, strict β-turns as TT letters and strict α-turns as TTT.
White characters on the red background show strict identity. Red charac-
ters on the white background show similarity in a group, while blue
frames show similarity across groups.

Additional file 19: Figure S15. Multiple sequence alignment and
secondary structure elements assignment of CYP74 members.
Assignment of secondary structure elements was based on 2RCH. Cyan
frames localize Gotoh’s Substrate recognition sites (SRSs) 1–6 that were
manually determined. Purple frames localize the main CYP450 motifs. The
η symbol refers to a 310-helix. α-helices, 310-helices and π-helices are dis-
played as medium, small and large squiggles, respectively. β-strands are
rendered as arrows, strict β-turns as TT letters and strict α-turns as TTT.
White characters on the red background show strict identity. Red charac-
ters on the white background show similarity in a group, while blue
frames show similarity across groups.

Additional file 20: Figure S16. Multiple sequence alignment and
secondary structure elements assignment of CYP97 members.
Assignment of secondary structure elements was based on 2X2N. Cyan
frames localize Gotoh’s Substrate recognition sites (SRSs) 1–6 that were
manually determined. Purple frames localize the main CYP450 motifs. The
η symbol refers to a 310-helix. α-helices, 310-helices and π-helices are dis-
played as medium, small and large squiggles, respectively. β-strands are
rendered as arrows, strict β-turns as TT letters and strict α-turns as TTT.
White characters on the red background show strict identity. Red charac-
ters on the white background show similarity in a group, while blue
frames show similarity across groups.

Additional file 21: Table S5. List of TPM values of 402 TaCYP450s in
five organs at three development stages.

Additional file 22: Table S6. List of TPM values of 101 ZmCYP450s in
six organs.

Additional file 23: Figure S17. Expression profiles of TaCYP450s and
ZmCYP450s in various organs. a. Hierarchical clustering of the TaCYP450s
based on log2-transformed (TPM + 1) values from digital gene expression
profiling. b. Hierarchical clustering of ZmCYP450s based on log2-
transformed (TPM + 1) values from digital gene expression profiling.
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119 TaCYP450s under drought stress.

Additional file 25: Table S8. The TPM and log2FoldChange values of
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Additional file 26: Figure S18. Expression profiles of TaCYP450s and
ZmCYP450s under drought stress. A. a. Hierarchical clustering of the
expression profiles of TaCYP450s based on log2-transformed (TPM + 1)
values under drought. b. Heat map of log2-fold change of TaCYP450s. B.
a. Hierarchical clustering of the expression profiles of ZmCYP450s based
on log2-transformed (TPM + 1) values under drought. b. Heat map of
log2-fold change of ZmCYP450s.
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